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Abstract. Recent advances in computer technology have 
been made and image analysis (IA) has been introduced into 
pathological fields. The present study aimed to investigate 
the utility of IA for the evaluation of nuclear features and 
staining of immunohistochemistry (IHC) for Ki-67, p53 and 
GATA-binding protein 3 (GATA-3) in urothelial carcinoma 
tissue samples. A total of 49 cases of urothelial carcinoma 
tissue samples were obtained by transurethral resection 
of bladder tumors, which included 11 low-grade papillary 
urothelial carcinomas (LGPUCs), 1 non-invasive high-grade 
urothelial carcinoma and 37 infiltrating urothelial carcinomas 
(IUCs). Whole slide imaging (WSI) and IA were performed in 
Feulgen reaction and IHC‑stained tissue samples. There was a 
significant difference in the average nuclear density, standard 
deviation (SD) of nuclear size and SD of nuclear minimum 
and maximum diameter between LGPUC and IUC, which is 
equivalent to the diagnostic features of IUC in nuclear vari-
ability, and hyperchromatic nuclei. In addition, the present 
study revealed that the SD of nuclear density was significantly 
different between the two groups. Regarding IA in IHC‑stained 
tissue samples, Ki‑67 was significantly overexpressed in IUC. 
Furthermore, the GATA-3 expression level in IUC samples with 
muscle invasion was significantly downregulated compared 
with that in non‑muscle invasive tumors. The results of the 
present study suggest that IA in combination with WSI may be 
a beneficial tool for evaluating morphometric characteristics 
and performing semi‑quantitative analysis of IHC.

Introduction

Digital pathology by whole slide imaging (WSI) has been 
utilized for education, diagnosis and research purposes (1). 
Recently, it was reported that the concordance rate of diag-
nosis by light microscopy and WSI was 92.4%; therefore, the 
quality of WSI has been improved for the utilization of routine 
pathological diagnosis (2). In addition, image analysis (IA) 
by digital pathology has been used to perform quantification 
of liver fibrosis (3), nuclear morphological analysis of breast 
tumors (4) and other purposes, whereas digital pathological 
analysis for urothelial carcinoma has not been used in many 
previous studies. A previous study used pattern recognition 
algorithms for the diagnosis of urothelial carcinoma (5).

Nuclear findings are an important parameter in order to 
classify and diagnose urothelial tumors. For example, in 
the World Health Organization (WHO) Classification of 
Tumors of the Urinary Systems and Male Genital Organs 4th 
edition published in 2016 (6), the most infiltrating urothelial 
carcinoma (IUC) originated from noninvasive high-grade 
urothelial carcinoma (NIHGUC)  (6), and the nuclear findings 
of IUC were described as ʻstriking nuclear pleomorphism with 
variably sized and shaped hyperchromatic nuclei̓  (6). Nuclear 
features of NIHGUC include size variation, irregular shape 
and apparent pleomorphic nuclei (7). Therefore, the nuclear 
findings between IUC and NIHGUC are similar. However, 
nuclear features of low-grade papillary urothelial carcinoma 
(LGPUC) include mild nuclear irregularity and evident pleo-
morphism (7). Therefore, it was suggested that LGPUC and 
IUC may be distinguished by nuclear irregularity and nuclear 
pleomorphism. However, to the best of our knowledge, there 
are no previous studies demonstrating that nuclear parameters 
may be useful to distinguish IUC from LGPUC through using 
IA of WSI samples. In addition, IA has been used to evaluate 
immunohistochemistry (IHC) (8); however, a number of 
studies still manually evaluate IHC (9,10).

Therefore, the present study aimed to utilize IA for nuclear 
morphometric analysis and IHC evaluation of urothelial carci-
noma tissue samples obtained by transurethral resection of 
bladder tumors (TUR‑Bt).
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Materials and methods

Samples and ethical review. The tissue samples used in the 
present study had undergone a routine diagnostic process prior 
to submission of the present study's protocol to the Ethical 
Review Board of the University of the Ryukyus (Nakagami, 
Japan). All samples were initially obtained for pathological 
diagnosis. In the process of explaining to patients the use 
of sampling for pathological diagnosis, secondary usage for 
research was simultaneously explained by a clinician and 
written informed consent for secondary usage was obtained 
from the patients. Subsequently, the present study was initiated 
following approval from the Ethical Review Board. A total of 
49 cases of urothelial carcinoma were obtained by TUR‑Bt 
at the University of the Ryukyus Hospital between January 
2011 and July 2015. For the present study, all tissue samples 
were reviewed by two pathologists (both from the Department 
of Pathology and Oncology, Graduate School of Medicine, 
University of the Ryukyus, Nishihara, Japan) independently, 
and depth of invasion and histological grade were evaluated, 
and classified based on the criteria of WHO classification and 
tumor‑node‑metastasis classification according to the Union 
for International Cancer Control 7th edition (11). Following 
individual evaluations, a consensus decision was made, and 
the consensus data was utilized in the present study. The data 
is summarized in Table I.

Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), Feulgen reaction and IHC 
staining. Buffered formalin‑fixed paraffin embedded tissue 
samples (10%) were cut into 3 µm serial sections for H&E 
staining, nuclear staining by Feulgen reaction and IHC staining. 
H&E staining was performed using a routine protocol. In brief, 
deparaffinization and rehydration steps were performed using 
xylene for 3 min twice, 100, 90 and 70% ethanol for 1 min 
each. Following rinsing in running water once and de‑ionized 
water (DW) thrice, tissue samples were stained with hematox-
ylin solution for 15 min at room temperature (R/T), followed 
by washing with running water for 10 min and rinsing with 
distilled water thrice. After soaking in 80% ethanol for 3 min, 
the samples were stained with eosin solution for 3 min. at R/T. 
Subsequently, the dehydration step (100% ethanol for 1 min 
5 times) and penetration step (xylene for 4 min 4 times) were 
performed, and the samples were mounted for observation 
and analysis. For Feulgen reaction staining, deparaffinized 
tissue samples were pretreated with DW for 5 min at 60˚C. 
Subsequently, the tissue samples were treated with 1 N HCl 
for 60 min at 60˚C. The tissue samples were washed once with 
Schiff's reagent (Muto Pure Chemicals, Bunkyo‑ward, Tokyo, 
Japan) and treated for 15 min at R/T with Schiff's reagent. 
Subsequently, the tissue samples were treated three times with 
sulfuric acid solution (Muto Pure Chemicals) for 2 min at R/T. 
Following washing with running water for 5 min, dehydra-
tion and penetration steps were performed, and the samples 
were mounted for observation and analysis. For IHC staining, 
deparaffinization, rehydration and antigen retrieval steps 
were simultaneously performed using target retrieval solution 
(pH 9.0) with PT Link equipment (Agilent Technologies, Inc., 
Santa Clara, CA, USA) at 97˚C for 20 min. Subsequently, the 
tissue samples were placed on a DAKO Autostainer Link 48 
(Agilent Technologies, Inc.) for staining. An EnVision™ FLEX 

High pH kit (K8000; Agilent Technologies, Inc.), containing 
20X concentrated washing buffer, blocking reagent to block 
internal peroxidase activity, horseradish peroxidase labeled 
polymer conjugated secondary antibody, 3,3'‑diaminobenzi-
dine (DAB), buffer for DAB and hematoxylin solution, was 
used. In the autostainer, the following steps were performed: 
Following rinsing with 1x washing buffer, the samples were 
incubated with blocking reagent for 5 min at R/T. After 
washing with washing buffer, the slides were incubated with 
purified primary monoclonal antibodies against either Ki‑67 
(1:100 dilution; clone MIB‑1; M7240), p53 (1:100 dilution; 
clone DO‑7; M7001) (both from Agilent Technologies, Inc.) 
or GATA‑binding protein 3 (GATA‑3; 1:250 dilution; clone 
L50‑823; ACR405A; Biocare Medical, LLC, Paheco, CA, 
USA) for 20 min at R/T. Following rinsing with washing 
buffer, the slides were washed with washing buffer for 5 min 
at R/T, visualization was performed following incubation with 
DAB diluted in buffer for DAB for 10 min at R/T. After rinsing 
with washing buffer, counterstaining was performed with 
hematoxylin solution for 5 min at R/T followed by a DW rinse, 
washing buffer for 5 min and a DW rinse. After this step, the 
slides were taken from the autostainer and then the dehydra-
tion step (100% ethanol for 1 min 5 times) and penetration step 
(xylene for 4 min 4 times) were performed, and the samples 
were mounted for observation for analysis.

WSI. WSI of all tissue samples was performed using a TOCO 
240 Virtual slide scanner (Claro, Hirosaki, Aomori, Japan). 
For H&E and Feulgen reaction stained tissue samples, a 40X 
objective lens was used and a 20X objective lens was used for 
the IHC tissue samples. The TOCO 240 specifications were 
as follows: Camera pixels, 1,360x1,240; size of the pixel, 

Table I. Clinicopathological parameters of the 49 patients with 
urothelial carcinoma.

Parameter No. of cases (%)

All cases 49 (100)
Age, years 
  <60 12 (24)
  ≥60 37 (76)
Sex 
  Male 40 (82)
  Female 9 (18)
pT status 
  pTa 12 (24)
  pT1 16 (33)
  pT2 21 (43)
Histological grade 
  Infiltrating 37 (76)
  High  1 (2)
  Low  11 (22)

pT, pathological T factor; pTa, papillary tumor without invasion; pT1, 
tumor with submucosal invasion; pT2, tumor with muscular invasion.
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0.25 µm/pixel; focus, autofocus; and source of lamination, 
super luminosity light emitting diode.

Image analysis. For Feulgen reaction images, representative 
x40 magnification digital images from three independent 
specimens were captured and saved as TIFF images, ≥100 
nuclei/sample were analyzed. Feulgen reaction stained nuclear 
areas were analyzed using Image-Pro Plus software (version 
7.0.1.658; Japan Rover, Tokyo, Japan) The following param-
eters were obtained and used for statistical analysis: Average 
and standard deviation (SD) of size, density, maximum density, 
maximum diameter and minimum diameter of each separated 
Fuelgen reaction positive area. Subsequently, the mean and SD 
of these parameters were used for statistical analysis. DAB‑ 
and hematoxylin-stained nuclei from each tumor area were 
respectively counted using Analista software (version 1.0.7.4; 
Claro), and the positive ratio was determined.

Statistical analyses. For statistical analysis, JMP version 9.0.2 
(SAS Institute Japan, Tokyo, Japan) was used. For comparison 
of two groups, if two groups were homoscedastic, Student's 
t-test (two sample t-test) was performed, if not, two sample 
t‑test with Welch's correction was performed. For comparison 
of 3 groups, Kruskal‑Wallis test was performed. The evaluated 
statistics were compared using χ2 distribution with the soft-
ware and the probability was determined. For non‑parametric 
multiple comparison, Steel‑Dwass analysis was performed. 
In all analyses, P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statisti-
cally significant difference. The estimation of the area under 
the curve (AUC) value of a receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curve was performed as follows: An area >0.9 was 

considered to have high accuracy, whereas >0.7 and ≤0.9 
indicated moderate accuracy, ≥0.5 and ≤0.7 for low accuracy 
and <0.5 was a chance result (12). To determine the cutoff 
value of the ROC curve, the Youden index was used (13). In 
brief, the ROC table that was composed of each value with 
it's probability, including 1-specificity, sensitivity, sensi-
tivity‑(1‑specificity), true positive, true negative, false positive 
and false negative, calculated by JMP version 9.0.2 software. 
The ROC curve was created by plotting each 1‑specificity and 
sensitivity of the ROC table. The cutoff value was determined 
from the point on the ROC curve, which had greatest value of 
[sensitivity‑(1‑specificity)]. In order to determine the with the 
greatest value, the point on the ROC curve, which gave the 
longest perpendicular line from the diagonal line drawn from 
original point, was determined. The cutoff value was the value 
in the ROC table with this point.

Results

IUC and LGPUC are distinguished by nuclear parameters 
analyzed using IA. Since there was only one case (case no. 11) 
of high‑grade non‑infiltrative papillary urothelial carcinoma, 
the present study excluded this case from further analysis. 
Clear DNA ploidy pattern is obtained by Feulgen reaction 
in comparison to H&E or Papanicolaou staining (14), thus 
the present study utilized Feulgen reaction for IA. First, the 
present study analyzed the nuclear area from tissue samples 
stained with Feulgen reagent. Representative staining of 
LGPUC and IUC tissue samples using H&E, and Feulgen 
reagent are presented in Fig. 1. Following IA of Feulgen reac-
tion specimens, the nuclear average density (average density of 

Figure 1. Representative cases of noninvasive low‑grade papillary urothelial carcinoma (case no. 24) by (A) H&E staining (magnification, x20) and (B) Feulgen 
reaction (magnification, x40); and infiltrating urothelial carcinoma (case no. 22) by (C) H&E staining (magnification, x20) and (D) Feulgen reaction (magnifi-
cation, x40). H&E, hematoxylin and eosin.
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all pixels in a nucleus), nuclear maximum density (maximum 
density of pixels in a nucleus), SD of nuclear area, SD of 
nuclear maximum diameter, SD of nuclear minimum diam-
eter, and SD of nuclear average density revealed statistically 
significant differences between IUC and LGPUC (P=0.0093, 
P=0.0158, P=0.0001, P=0.0020, P=0.0009 and P=0.0079, 
respectively; Fig. 2). However, the average nuclear area, 
average nuclear maximum diameter, average nuclear minimum 
diameter and SD of nuclear maximum density demonstrated 
no difference (Fig. 2). These data suggest that the average and 
the SD of each factor may be utilized to evaluate the nuclear 
characteristics of tumors.

Ki-67 expression is associated with carcinoma infiltration 
and GATA‑3 downregulation was associated with muscular 

invasion. In the pathogenesis of urothelial carcinoma, p53 
serves an important role for the development of IUC (15), 
whereas Ki-67 is associated with tumor grade and stage (16) 
and GATA-3 is downregulated during muscular invasion (17). 
The present study determined the expression levels of p53, 
Ki-67 and GATA-3 by IHC and analyzed the expression levels 
of each protein by IA. Representative staining patterns are 
presented in Fig. 3, and the positive ratio of Ki-67, p53 and 
GATA‑3 stained cells in LGPUC and IUC were compared. 
As presented in Fig. 4, Ki-67, p53 and GATA-3 analysis of 
LGPUC and IUC tissues revealed significant differences 
between LGPUC and IUC tissue samples stained with 
Ki‑67 (P<0.0001), p53 (P=0.0191) and GATA‑3 (P=0.0087). 
Comparison of positive ratio of each protein among groups 
classified based on pathological T (pT) factor (pTa: papillary 

Figure 2. Scatter plot of nuclear parameters for Feulgen reaction tissue samples in low‑grade papillary urothelial carcinoma (low‑grade) and infiltrating 
urothelial carcinoma (infiltrating). For statistical analysis, SD of nuclear area was analyzed by Student's t‑test with Welch's correction because the distribution 
was not homoscedastic, otherwise, the data were analyzed by Student's t‑test only. Data is presented as the mean ± standard deviation. SD, standard deviation.

Figure 3. Representative immunohistochemical staining of GATA‑3, Ki‑67 and p53. Low‑grade papillary urothelial carcinoma (case no. 24) stained for 
(A) Ki‑67, (B) p53 and (C) GATA‑3. Infiltrating urothelial carcinoma (case no. 22) stained for (D) Ki‑67, (E) p53 and (F) GATA‑3. GATA‑3, GATA‑binding 
protein 3. All images were captured using a x40 objective lens.
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tumor without invasion; pT1: invasion up to submucosa; pT2: 
invasion to muscular layer) is summarized in Tables II and III. 
The expression levels of each protein were significantly 
different between 3 groups, as revealed by Kruskal Wallis 
test (p53 P=0.0394; Ki‑67 P=0.0004 and GATA‑3 P<0.0001, 

respectively; Table II). Therefore, additional statistical analysis 
was performed by a Steel-Dwass analysis for multiple compar-
isons of each pT factor. Ki‑67 was significantly overexpressed 
in IUC cases, (pT1 and pT2 cases, P=0.0057 and P=0.0007, 
respectively); however, p53 was significantly overexpressed 
in pT1 compared with pTa cases (P=0.0104), and pT2 cases 
demonstrated no significant differences compared with pTa or 
pT1 (Table III). Furthermore, GATA‑3 expression level was 
significantly downregulated in pT2 cases (P<0.0001 for pTa 
and P=0.0065 for pT1). These results suggest that IUC may 
be distinguished from LGPUC by utilizing Ki-67 and p53, 
and muscle invasion cases may be identified from non‑muscle 
invasion cases by GATA‑3.

IUC and muscle invasion cases are predicted by cutoff 
values of Ki‑67, p53 and GATA‑3 positive ratios determined 
by image analysis. The present study aimed to determine the 
cutoff values of Ki-67, p53 and GATA-3 positive ratios in 
order to distinguish IUC from LGPUC using Ki-67 and p53 
or muscular invasion cases (pT2) from non-muscle invasion 
cases (pTa plus pT1), using GATA-3 and utilizing ROC curves 
and Youden index analyses. As presented in Fig. 5, the AUC 
for the Ki‑67 index (LGPUC vs. IUC) was 0.96314 and the 
cutoff value was 18.7%. The AUC for the p53 index (LGPUC 
vs. IUC) was 0.73587 and the cutoff value was 9.2%. The AUC 
for the GATA‑3 index (pT2 vs. pTa + pT1) was 0.86420 and the 

Figure 4. Scatter plot of positive ratios for (A) Ki‑67, (B) p53 and (C) GATA‑3 in tissue samples of low‑grade papillary urothelial carcinoma (low‑grade) and 
infiltrating urothelial carcinoma (infiltrating). For statistical analysis, the data were analyzed by Student's t‑test. Data is presented as the mean ± standard 
deviation. GATA‑3, GATA‑binding protein 3.

Table II. Association between pT factor and Ki‑67, p53 or GATA‑3 expression.

Index pT Number of cases Rank sum Expected value Average of the ranks P‑value

p53  pTa 15 284.5 375 18.97 0.0394a

 pT1 13 425.0 325 32.69 
 pT2 21 515.5 525 24.55 
Ki‑67 pTa 15 193.0 375 12.87 0.0004a

 pT1 13 376.0 325 28.92 
 pT2 21 656.0 525 31.24 
GATA‑3 pTa 15 536.5 375 35.77 <0.0001a

 pT1 13 380.5 325 29.27 
 pT2 21 308.0 525 14.67 

Kurskal‑Wallis test was performed. aStatistically significant. GATA‑3, GATA‑binding protein 3; pT, pathological T factor; pTa, papillary tumor 
without invasion; pT1, tumor with submucosal invasion; pT2, tumor with muscular invasion.

Table III. Non‑parametric multiple comparison for Ki‑67, p53 
and GATA‑3.

Index Compared groups P-value

p53 pTa pT2 0.6713
 pT2 pT1 0.4084
 pTa pT1 0.0104a

Ki‑67 pT2 pT1 0.8376
 pTa pT1 0.0057a

 pTa pT2 0.0007a

GATA‑3 pTa pT2 <0.0001a

 pTa pT1 0.3382
 pT2 pT1 0.0065a

Steel‑Dwass analysis was performed. aStatistically significant. 
GATA‑3, GATA‑binding protein 3; pT, pathological T factor; pTa, 
papillary tumor without invasion; pT1, tumor with submucosal 
invasion; pT2, tumor with muscular invasion.
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cutoff value was 63.9%. Therefore, these results suggest that 
the combination of p53, Ki-67 and GATA-3 expression levels 
may be used to distinguish LGPUC cases from IUC cases and 
muscle invasion cases from non‑muscle invasion cases.

Discussion

Previous studies using computer-aided cytopathological or 
histological IA emerged in the early 1980 s (18-21). At that time, 
the number of image elements were small [880x680 pixels (21) 
or 512x625 pixels (20)] and the software was too simple to 
clearly analyze nuclear morphology, or morphological struc-
ture in comparison to the software currently available (22). 
However, the advancement of technology has enabled us to 
analyze digital images captured by WSI, in which the analyses 
provide novel information for morphological diagnosis. For 
example, Caie et al (23) revealed that a poorly differenti-
ated area detected by digital IA was associated with patient 
prognosis in colorectal cancer. Additionally, Ali et al (24) 
demonstrated that the median lymphocyte density of digital 
images from breast cancer biopsy specimen analyzed using 
IA software was associated with a pathological complete 
response to chemotherapy. The present study utilized WSI and 
IA to clarify nuclear features from urothelial carcinoma tissue 
samples as nuclear morphological analysis of urothelial carci-
noma had not been previously performed in detail. However, 
certain studies have performed cell size analysis through 
digital imaging in bladder tissue samples (25), morphometric 
detection of urothelial cancer cell nests using an algorithm (5) 
and quantitative assessment of bladder carcinoma using an 
acid labile DNA assay (26). The results of the present study 
revealed that the SD of nuclear maximum and minimum diam-
eter, SD of nuclear area (size), SD of nuclear average density, 
SD of nuclear maximum density, nuclear average density and 
nuclear maximum density were significantly higher in IUC 
compared with in LGPUC samples. However, the average 
nuclear area, average nuclear maximum diameter and average 
nuclear minimum diameter revealed no significant differences 
in IUC compared with LGPUC. SD is a measure of statis-
tical variability of samples; therefore, SD was rephrased as 
nuclear variability in the present study. The nuclear findings 

of IUC have been previously described as ʻstriking nuclear 
pleomorphism with variably sized and shaped hyperchromatic 
nuclei̓  (6). The present study confirmed that nuclear pleomor-
phism with variable size and shape by SD of nuclear size, SD 
of maximum nuclear diameter and SD of minimum nuclear 
diameter. Furthermore, hyperchromatic nuclei were identified 
by an average of nuclear density. In addition, the results of 
the present suggest that SD of nuclear density represents the 
nuclear variability of chromatin in each nucleus. Therefore, 
the term ʻhyperchromatic nucleiʼ is not sufficient to express 
the status of a nucleus in IUC. The IA results indicated that 
the nuclei in IUC cases were globally hyperchromatic and 
variably hyperchromatic.

Krabbe et al (27) revealed that overexpression of Ki-67 
using a 20% cutoff value was useful to predict recurrence‑free 
survival and cancer-specific survival of patients with 
high‑grade upper tract urothelial carcinoma. In the present 
study, the cutoff value determined by the Youden index of the 
ROC curve for Ki‑67 was 18.7, with a highly accurate AUC 
value (0.96314). The cutoff value determined by positive ratio 
detection using a combination of IA software and WSI was 
similar to the cutoff value used by Krabbe et al (27). Thus, 
the cutoff value used in the present study was reasonable, and 
IA in combination with WSI is a useful tool to evaluate IHC 
staining.

Biomarkers, including p53, have previously been 
intensively utilized for the investigation of urothelial 
carcinoma (28-30). By utilizing p53 IHC, Kalantari and 
Ahmadnia (31) reported positive rates of p53 in 75% of 
LGPUC samples and 85% of IUC samples by utilizing a 10% 
cutoff value. In the present study, the AUC for the p53 index 
(LGPUC vs. IUC) was 0.73587 (moderate accuracy) and the 
cutoff value was 9.2%. By using this p53 cutoff value, 29/37 
(78.4%) IUC cases demonstrated overexpression of p53; thus, 
the cutoff value determined by IA was reasonable. However, 
according to a review article by Knowles and Hurst (15), the 
frequency of p53 overexpression is 30‑50% in muscle invasion 
cases (15). Therefore, the estimation of p53 overexpression 
using a cutoff value is relatively variable. Consequently, 
careful consideration should be taken when interpreting p53 
expression results following IHC.

Figure 5. ROC curve of positive ratios for (A) Ki‑67, (B) p53 and (C) GATA‑3. AUC value in each graph was the ratio of the area under the curve to the total area 
of the graph, and the points beneath the cutoff value were the points on the ROC curve with the greatest value of [sensitivity‑(1‑specificity)]. The dotted line is 
a tangent line contacted on the point and gives the greatest value parallel to the diagonal line drawn from original point in the graph in order to demonstrate 
the point that is the most distant point from the diagonal line. GATA‑3, GATA‑binding protein 3; AUC area under the curve; LGPUC, low‑grade papillary 
urothelial carcinoma; IUC, infiltrating urothelial carcinoma; pT, pathological T factor; pT2, muscular invasion cases; pTa + pT1, non‑muscle invasion cases; 
ROC, receiver operating characteristic.
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GATA family transcription factors have previously 
been investigated primarily in blood diseases (32). As a 
result, among the six GATA family factors (GATA-1 to -6), 
GATA‑1, ‑2 and ‑3 have been termed ʻhematopoietic GATA̓, 
and GATA‑4, ‑5 and ‑6 termed ʻendodermal GATAʼ (33). 
However, previous studies revealed that hematopoietic GATA 
member, GATA-3, is expressed in mammary glands (33,34) 
and urothelium (35). As for GATA‑3 expression in urothelial 
carcinoma, Miyamoto et al (17) reported that urothelial carci-
noma with muscular invasion demonstrated downregulation 
of GATA‑3 expression using a scoring system. The present 
study confirmed the downregulation of GATA‑3 expression 
in pT2 IUC cases by positive rate calculated using IA soft-
ware.

The present study determined the cutoff values of Ki-67 and 
p53 indexes in LGPUC, and IUC samples, or GATA-3 index 
between muscle invasion cases and non‑muscle invasion cases. 
Our results indicated that IA may be useful for evaluation of 
IHC in an objective manner. Therefore, by utilizing WSI and 
IA software, reproducibility was superior to that of a scoring 
system to evaluate IHC results. Indeed, Papathomas et al (36) 
advocated that the current practices in the scoring assessment 
of Ki-67 varied greatly and that inter-observer variation set 
particular limitations to its clinical utility, particularly around 
clinically relevant cutoff values. It was concluded that novel 
digital microscopy-enabled methods may aid in reducing 
variation, increasing reproducibility and improving reliability 
in the clinical setting (36).

In conclusion, the present study revealed the usefulness 
of WSI and IA to evaluate nuclear morphological features 
and IHC results due to the objectivity of IA in comparison to 
manual evaluation, including scoring.
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